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1 Review of how methods work

• Methods do at least one of the following (if they’re going to be useful):

– Return some sort of value

∗ x = 3**2

∗ answer = input.chomp.downcase

– Produce some effect

∗ puts "hi!"

∗ input = gets

· produces the effect of reading from input, and returns a value

• Methods can also take arguments

– x = Math::cos(3)

– puts "hi!"

∗ really shorthand for puts("hi!")

Methods let us encapsulate how to do something, so we don’t have to repeat
the code.

2 Method definitions

Methods are defined with the def keyword.

def say_hi
puts "hello!"

end
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def my_random_number
rand(100) + 47

end

def square(x)
x**2

end

puts square(2) => 4

This doesn’t really save us space, but might help to hide some complex formula.

def hypotenuse(a,b)
Math::sqrt(a**2 + b**2)

end

But for a complex function, it might save space.

2.1 What’s the receiver?

Remember, if no receiver is specified (like with puts or gets or rand) the
receiver is really Kernel, which is sort of a default receiver. For now, we’re
going to focus on Kernel methods, which don’t apply to a receiver. When we
talk about object-oriented programming in a couple of weeks, we’ll move past
this.

2.2 A more complex method

def team_mascot(school)
if school.downcase == ’tufts’

’Jumbos’
elsif school.downcase == ’bowdoin’

’Polar Bears’
elsif school.downcase == ’amherst’

’Lord Jeffs (are you serious?)’
elsif school.downcase == ’bates’

’Totally lame.’
else

nil
end

end
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This method will return one of two things: either a string (the school mascot,
perhaps with an insult) or nil, to indicate no result could be found. Since nil
evaluates as false, we could then do this:

h = team_mascot(’Harvard’)
if h

puts "Harvard’s team is #{h}"
else

puts "Never heard of them!"
end

As an aside, instead of complex conditionals, you can also use a case statement.
This is identical to the previous definition of team_mascot:

def team_mascot(school)
case school.downcase

when ’tufts’
’Jumbos’

when ’bowdoin’
’Polar Bears’

when ’amherst’
’Lord Jeffs (are you serious?)’

when ’bates’
’Totally lame.’

else
nil

end
end

Of course, if a method relies on input from the keyboard, it might not need an
argument:

def handle_ace
puts "You got an ace! Please type 1 or 11 to indicate the value you’d prefer"
input = gets.to_i
if input == 1 or input == 11

input
else

nil
end

end

This method returns either an integer (1 or 11) or nil, depending on what you
type.
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2.3 But wait, what do we mean by return?

Methods return (provide to the context in which they were called, which might
get assigned to a variable) some value, even if that value might be nil. Normally,
the last statement evaluated in a method is what that method returns; in the
handle_ace example, that’s either input or nil. However, just like you can
exit a loop with break, you can exit (return from) a method with return:

def are_you_done
count = 0
1000.times do

count = count + 1
puts "Are you tired of this yet?"
if gets.chomp.downcase == ’yes’

puts "Finally! Took you #{count} repetitions!"
return count

end
end

end

This will print the string (for example) "Finally! Took you 346 repetitions!"
and return the value 346

3 How to define a method

Methods must be defined before they are used, so in simple single-file programs,
they must be defined above the code that uses them. The def keyword starts a
method definition; the end keyword concludes it.

The names for arguments to the method must be consistent throughout the
method definition, but have nothing to do with how they’re referred to outside.

You can also include methods from a file using the require keyword:

require ’sports_methods’
puts "Go, #{team_mascot(’tufts’)}!"

The scope of arguments to a method is just the body of the method, so they
override outside definitions of those variable names:

def square(x)
x**2

end
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x = 10
puts square(5) # => 25
puts square(2**x) # => 400

4 Functional Programming

Just as math functions produce a function of input, we’re going to look at how
some methods in Ruby can produce purely functions of their inputs (arguments
and receivers).

This is in contrast to imperative programming where we might repeatedly mod-
ify a variable.

[1,2,3,4].map{|x| x**2} => [1,4,9,16]

4.1 Basic operations in functional programming

There are four basic functions, implemented as methods with an Array as a
receiver, that we’ll talk about:

• map

– apply a function to all elements of an array, where that array is the
receiver

– produces a new array of the same length as the receiver

• zip

– ‘zipper’ two array together

– produces a new array of the same length as the receiver, but contain-
ing arrays

• select

– find those elements of the receiver array that meet some criteria

– produces a new array, possibly empty, containing at most as many
elements as the receiver array

– the elements of the new array are a subset of the receiver array

• inject

– the hardest to understand

– produces a single element, the result of accumulating an operation of
each element of the receiver array
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4.2 Examples

4.2.1 Map

How do we turn a string into a list of integers?

’1,3,5,7’.split(’,’).map{|e| e.to_i} => [1,3,5,7]

4.2.2 Zip

How do we pair up elements from two disparate arrays?

[’Two’, ’Three’, ’Four’, ’Jack’].zip([2,3,4,10]) => [["Two", 2], ["Three", 3], ["Four", 4], ["Jack", 10]]

Note that this is not the Cartesian product, but simply a pairing. Visualize a
zipper !

4.2.3 Select

How do we find even numbers?

• First of all, we’re going to use the % (modulus) operator, which returns
the remainder after integer division

– 4 % 2 => 0

– 5 % 2 => 1

[1,2,3,4].select{|i| i % 2 == 0} => [2,4]

months.select{|m| m.include?(‘r’)} => [‘January’, ‘February’, ‘March’,
‘April’, ‘September’, ‘October’, ‘November’, ’December]

select returns an array consisting of only those elements of the receiver for
whom the block returned true

4.3 Inject

How do we do summation over a list of numbers?

[0,1,2].inject(0){|sum, element| sum = sum + element**2} => 5
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inject starts with an initial value, its argument (0 above). It assigns this value
to the first block argument (sum, above) initially. For every subsequent element
in the receiver array, it assigns the value of that element to the second block
argument (element above), and assigns the return value of the whole block to
the first block argument (sum above) for the next iteration. The final return
value is the final value of that first block argument.

The first block argument is called an accumulator ; just think of it as the thing
you keep adding to.

This can also work with strings, of course:

[’Ready’, ’Set’, ’Go’].inject(’’){|string, word| string += word.reverse} => "ydaeRteSoG"

4.4 Combining function applications

[1,2,3,4,5].join(’,’) => ’1,2,3,4,5’

[1,2,3,4,5].join(’,’).split(’,’) => [’1’, ’2’, ’3’, ’4’, ’5’]

[1,2,3,4,5].join(’,’).split(’,’).map{|i| i.to_i} => [1,2,3,4,5]

[1,2,3,4,5].join(’,’).split(’,’).map{|i| i.to_i}.select{|i| i % 2 == 1} => [1,3,5]

[1,2,3,4,5].join(’,’).split(’,’).map{|i|
i.to_i}.select{|i| i % 2 == 1}.zip([2,4,6]) => [[1, 2], [3, 4], [5, 6]]

[1,2,3,4,5].join(’,’).split(’,’).map{|i|
i.to_i}.select{|i| i % 2 == 1}.zip([2,4,6]).inject(1){|product, numbers|

product = product * numbers[0]**numbers[1]} => 1265625

Why the last one? Because it gives us 1 * 1**2 * 3**4 * 5**6
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